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“I love what I do. I enjoy coming to work every day.”
Based on those words by South Star Corp. owner and
president Lisa Peters, you probably can imagine what kind of
company she has – growing, profitable, progressive, free of
debt and certified by ISO.Those attributes mean her firm is
an outstanding place to work, so employee turnover is low
and quality is high.
One more characteristic about Peters aligns her with her
company – respect.“We treat everybody with respect,” she
said. “I’ve been very fortunate because we have good
employees who do quality work.We bend over backwards to
please our customers.”
South Star Corp. (SSC) manufactures wiring harnesses,
control cabinets, cable assemblies and instrument panels.
The products are used in buses, semi trucks, transformers in
power substations and heavy-duty equipment such as
peanut combines and air-conditioning units.
The firm, which has $3 million in annual sales, is located
in Elliston, Va., a village of 900 residents approximately 15
miles southwest of Roanoke. The SSC facility measures
25,000 square feet and was constructed new in 1998 specifically for SSC.
“We really like it here in Montgomery County because
there are good people who really opened their arms to us,”
Peters said.“They wanted our business. The employee base
in the county has good, capable people.”
Constructing the building is one of several highlights in
SSC history.The company was started in 1976 by Peters’ parents, Bob and Roma Stverak, in a two-car garage in Salem,Va.
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According to Peters, her father had the expertise, but her
mother had the motivation.
“It was Mom’s idea to do this,” Peter said about her parents, both of whom are deceased.“She urged Dad to strike
out on his own. She was the driving force who said, ‘Let’s
take the risk.’”
Bob Stverak, 45 years old at the time, had spent most of
his career as an engineer at General Motors in Michigan and
Chicago. Roma Stverak was 43 and had come to the United
States from Lithuania at age 13 with her parents. Her background was in banking and accounting.
In that Salem garage, which housed the business till 1982,
the Stveraks made wiring harnesses and discrete wires by
hand.The couple bought a cut-and-strip machine and a terminating machine and slowly built the business, which was
started without outside financing and without partners.
Growth in the early 1980s necessitated two moves to
rented buildings and the addition of employees. In 1985 a
building was purchased in Roanoke County, and the structure was expanded in the office and production areas.
Peters, who worked at SSC periodically while attending
James Madison University in Harrisonburg, Va., returned to
the business in February 1989. She graduated from the university in 1983 and then worked a short time in management for Radio Shack. She was hired in 1984 at a poultry-processing company as the assistant human resources director
and worked there four years.
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In 2004, a year after her mother’s death, Peters became
company president, and her father was CEO. Peters gained
controlling interest in the company in 2009, and later that
year her father died. She is the sole owner today.
In her role as president, Peters takes care of human
resources, sales and accounts payable and receivable. She is
assisted by office manager Melissa Taylor and plant manager
Janice Caswell, who has been at SSC since 1987, starting as
an assembler before advancing to supervisor.
“The three of us keep things running,” Peters said. “We
have easy access to meet with each other. We go over the
scheduling and do all the buying.”
Other key managers are: Ashley Connor, cut-and-strip
department; Chad Basham, quality assurance; Sandy Maxey,
one major customer, a school-bus manufacturer; Donna Alley,
all other customers; David Brown, transformer cabinets;
Ronnie Hawkins, maintenance; William Starkey, warehouse;
Marshall Thomas, deliveries.All do hands-on work, too.
Fifteen other people fill out the SSC staff for a total of 26,
all of whom work on one shift. At its peak in 2007-08 the
firm had 70 employees. Economic decline reduced that
number. So did improved productivity due to lean manufacturing and better organization, Peters stated.
“We’re fortunate to have good people who care about
their work, their jobs and the company,” Peters said.“A lot of
people like working here because it is a small company.
We’re very understanding when they have to miss days to
take care of children or elderly parents.”
Better employee and company performance has resulted
from being certified ISO 9001:2008 last July, concluding a
process that began in October 2010. Peters pointed out that
SSC pursued the quality-management system certification to
help her business grow and meet a requirement of many

customers.
“I would urge other companies to get certified,” Peters
said.“It’s helping us in continuous improvement. Now everybody tries to be as efficient as possible and do everything in
a cost-efficient manner. ISO has made us communicate better between departments and work toward the same goal.”
Suggestions for making processes better and easier are
implemented.
All employees are cross-trained in all aspects of producing harnesses, cables and cabinets. Staff members can be
moved to jobs as needed. Such versatility is significant in
handling rush orders.
The SSC product mix consists of 65 percent custom cabinets and 35 percent wiring harnesses and cable assemblies.
Everything is built to customers’ drawings, as SSC does no
engineering.The cabinet business has grown dramatically in
the last 10 years.“They are a good niche for us,” Peters said.
The smallest and simplest cabinet is 12x16x6 inches and
has one door and a small number of components and wires.
The largest and most complex cabinet, with double doors
and internal panels, is 72x72x20 inches and has multiple
components and up to 1,000 wires.The most expensive cabinet costs $20,000.
Harnesses and cables range from a single wire with a terminal costing less than $5 to a cluster of wires 50 feet long
with 50-60 breakouts that serve components in a cabinet.
Quantities are between 10 and 100, but no minimum is mandated by SSC.
SSC processes are based on ISO procedures, and the
paperwork for each job moves with it.Work is performed on
Eubanks and Komax cutting-and-stripping machines and 30
different terminating presses from Delphi Packard,
TE Conductivity and Panduit.
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Materials, parts and components from SSC’s 50 suppliers
are checked upon arrival. Depending on specifications, inprocess and continuity tests are done, and final inspections
are made on every product. Quality numbers average 2.5
percent in-house defects and .05 percent after shipment.
Shipping on some products may occur the same day as
manufacturing. However, Peters said lead and delivery times
vary due to product complexity, production run and availability of materials.
“As a small company, if changes need to be made we can
react quickly.We have less lead time than others,”said Peters,
noting that SSC keeps materials on hand for making products but does not build ahead.“We make good products that
people can rely on, and customers praise us.”
The products are made for 20 customers, which are primarily OEMs. Some are big, but most are small that have
been with SSC many years. Most of the customers are on the
East Coast, with others throughout the United States.
Word-of-mouth advertising has served SSC well, so it has
no sales staff and no formal marketing and promotion program. Peters and Caswell call on potential customers as
needed. Some of them have been companies bringing pro-
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duction back from China and Mexico because of problems
with cost, customs, quality and communication.
Peters enters 2012 with high anticipation, since she
would like her company to grow 20 percent and begin
approaching again the record year in 2004 of $4 million in
sales. “The economy has affected us, but we’ve been very
fortunate to weather the economic changes and still be
thriving, growing and making money,” she said.“We’re doing
a better job with fewer employees.”
Cost containment is one of Peters’ most significant challenges.“Profit levels were not as good in 2011 because people want price reductions, the cost of materials increases,
and health-care insurance goes up,” she said.
As with all businesses, supplier relationships never have
been more important at SSC, which has had some local suppliers 20 years.“If we do enough business with our suppliers, they give us a longer time to pay and a two-percent price
reduction,” Peters said. “We’ve stayed with some of them
because they’ve helped us out by keeping things in stock.”

Sandy Maxey and Donna Alley assembling wiring
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For further information, call 540-268-2099, e-mail
info@southstarcorp.com,
fax
540-268-1855,
visit
www.southstarcorp.com or write P.O. Box 264, Elliston, VA
24087.
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